
M O N I T O R

MEASURE WHAT MATTERS!



80%

44%

of employees are disengaged

of employees experience low autonomy

37% of employees believe their work holds no social importance

1,3 million people experiences burn-out symptoms

2,8 billion absenteeism costs related to workstress for employers
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CORPORATE HAPPINESS

NOW FUTURE



66% less absenteeism

51% less turnover

33%

17% higher productivity

23% higher revenues

higher profits

50% more applicants

22% more satisfied customer

10% more innovation

13% higher engagement



➢People (mostly) work from HOME now, which makes it hard to keep 

tabs on how they’re doing

➢Happiness is not a ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL concept: different things

make different people happy

➢You don’t want a soft, UNPRODUCTIVE, long, costly culture project



➢ IDENTIFY which aspects are important 

to your teams for their happiness

➢ integrate it into your organisation’s

DASHBOARD 

➢ link it to desired RESULTS



1. Mood
▪ Goal: determine how employees feel

▪ Frequency: 30 sec survey once a week or biweekly

2. Employee Net Promotor Score (eNPS
▪ Goal: determine to what extend employees promote your

organization

▪ Frequency: once or twice a year a 30 sec survey

3. Baseline
▪ Goal: deep dive into key elements & driving forces of happiness

for your teams

▪ Frequency: once a year a 15 min survey (optionally followed by
an indepth analyses of identified areas of attention)

Remark:
Research (Seligman e.a. 2010) shows a 
combination of measurements is most 
effective

MOOD

BASELINE

eNPS











HOW TO USE HOW NOT TO USE

MONITOR PROGRESS SET ABSOLUTE STANDARDS

IMPROVE TOGETHER ASSIGN BLAME

GAIN INSIGHT GAIN CONTROL

CELEBRATE SUCCESSES PUNISH FAILURES

INSPIRE & FACILITATE DETERMINE & DELEGATE

AS A MEANS AS AN END

MEASURE & FOLLOW-UP MEASURE ONLY

BUILD BREAK DOWN



•Organize cooking
together remotely
•Start group gratitude
app

•Review work
challenges
•Offer skills training

•Organize
outdoor/online sports
class
•Use “buddy-system”

•Discuss link between
tasks and higher
goals
•Use daily/weekly
based ikigai

Lack of 
meaning

High stress 
levels

Lack social
connection

Lack of 
flow



www.CorporateHappinessExchange.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Kimberley de Haas
Corporate Happiness Specialist
+31 (0)6 5100 3062
Be Unique, Be Bold, Be Inspiring…and Follow the Joy




